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EDITORIAL
I am excited to say as the Editor of the Bulletin, I have committed to
releasing two Bulletin issues a year. However, this year only one issue
have been released, which is this one. The issue is focusing on
community and school ESD activities. There are six articles in this
issue. The last three issues are in in memory of the three ESD
champions that we lost in 2019. Many thanks to all contributors to the
current issue.
The first article by Experencia Madalitso Jalazi. The article reports on
environmental problems especially climate change and its impacts and
how this is affecting the people of Malawi. The purpose of the article is
to bring women’s voices to the fore.
The second article by Kgosietsile Velempini, Botswana. Drawing

on the University of Botswana, the article explains how the ESD
courses promotes initiatives of SDG4 (Quality Education) targets
through locally situated learning experiences
Dr Si
rkka

Tshin
ingay
amw
e
Nam
ibia

The third article is from Anyolo, E.O and Ghiassi Razavi, O,

Namibia. This article highlight how the Hifikepunye Pohamba
University of Namibia Campus offer possible solutions to
environmental problems.
Finally, 2019 was a very difficult year for the Southern African ESD
community. The community have lost three of its ESD champions. The
last three articles of the bulletin are thus in remembrance of Ms Cecilia
Kulundu, Ms Gladys Tyata and Dr Tichaona Pesanayi, who have made
great contibuutiosn to the development and scaling of ESD in the
region. This whole bulletin is dedicated to them.

This Bulletin is ours!!!
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FEATURE
Message from the President
Keneilwe Mathaba, and Cheryl Ogilvie, the
Association couldn’t be in better hands. Please
remember that these dedicated people are not
paid for all this work. So, I urge all members
to actively support them in all undertakings
that will advance our Association.

EEASA President: Mumsie Gumede
The 2019 Annual EEASA Conference and
AGM took place in October, in Gauteng,
South Africa. All thanks to Ulisha van der
Merwe: she used her negotiation skills,
perseverance, outreach skills and drive not
only to pull us together but to also get us a
very friendly venue at a very reasonable price
at short notice!
Thank you too to
Ingrid Ehlers of
Kopanong for being
so understanding,
going an extra mile
to make the
conference more
accessible for our
delegates.
Congratulations to our new EEASA Council. I
am looking forward to witnessing a renewed,
exciting, fruitful growth of the Association
under the new leadership. With Presha
Ramsarup, Chama Mwansa, Solly Mosidi,
Eureta Rosenberg, Pandelani Dzhugudzha,

Finally, I want to thank you all for the support
you gave to me and the Secretariat, the
outgoing Council, the voluntary Journal and
Bulletin Editorial teams, and the voluntary
banking management team. Let me also thank
you for the support to and from our dearly
departed Tichaona Pesanayi and Gladys
Tyatya over the years. We look forward to
posthumously dedicating to them a “Special
President’s Award”. Thank you Heila Sisitka
for the honouring them
in your EEASA plenary
keynote. The various
dedication are available.
I reiterate my call to
ALL to grow the
Association wherever
they are and to share
their activities through
the various EEASA media. Please visit our
website http://eeasa.org.za/ and our Facebook
p a g e h t t p s : / / w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m /
sadc.eesa/
or email the secretariat at
eeasa@eeasa.org.za
Let me also wish you a peaceful festive season
as we wind down the year.
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FEATURES
Statistics or voices: The human face of energy poverty
Experencia Madalitso Jalasi , Malawi

Introduction
This article provides two perspectives, one
where facts are reported using statistics
(perspective 1) and the other where facts are
reported using voices (perspective 2). The
content in the perspectives is not exactly the
same. However, both perspectives report about
a similar challenge, which is broadly energy
poverty, and how this is affecting the people of
Malawi. The purpose of the article is to bring
the voices to the fore, because in my
observation voices are usually overlooked,
while statistics dominate in the reporting of
environmental problems especially climate
change and its impacts. The voices of focus in
this article are from women in Malawi, who
are among the billions of women in SubSaharan Africa and globally in need of
emancipation and transformation that can
result from an energy efficient cook stove
program (Jalasi, 2018). However, this
emancipation and transformation can only be
achieved if the programs put the needs, the
cooking culture, and more importantly the
agency of end-users (the women) of the stove

in the centre. The women’s voices are from a
study conducted in Malawi, which worked
with key actors working with the stove
innovation, including the end-user (usually put
at the periphery); to transform the cook stove
practice through environmental learning
processes (Jalasi, 2018).
Malawi: A brief context of the study
Malawi is one of the poorest countries in the
world with Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
per capita of 481.50 US dollars in 2016
(Trading Economics, 2017). According to the
World Bank (2015), in 2010, about 76% of the
population lived below the international
poverty line of $1.25 per day, and
approximately 90% lived on less than $2.00 a
day. The poorest of the population are women
(Malawi. Ministry of Finance, Economic
Planning and Development [MFEPD], 2016).
The country’s economy is predominantly
agriculture accounting for about 39% of GDP
and 90% of export revenues (Trading
Economics, 2017). More than 85% of rural
households derive their livelihoods from rainfed agriculture (Malawi. Ministry of
5

Agriculture and Food Security [MAFS], 2012,

Malawi is facing challenges “to meet the

p. 12). Biomass also makes significant

energy needs of the various sectors” (Gamula,

contributions to the national economy

Hui & Peng, 2013, p.45). “Energy supply

(Kambewa & Chiwawula, 2010; Kamanga,

deficiencies are common which result in

Vedeld, & Sjaastad, 2009). According to

interruptions to processes that require energy

Kambewa and Chiwaula (2010), the value of

as an input” (Ibid.). The middle-income range

charcoal produced in Malawi is estimated at

of the population is failing to climb the energy

US$57 million while firewood is estimated at

ladder because of the high cost of electricity.

US$117.2 million (p. 6). It is estimated that

The higher alternative energy sources such as

the forestry sector’s contribution to the

gas and electricity do not reach the low-

country’s GDP is 6.1% (ibid.). Biomass is also

income and rural populations because they are

a source of livelihoods to many households in

neither available nor affordable (Brinkmann,

the country in both rural and urban areas

2005). Coupled with frequent power

(ibid.) (see Photo 1).

interruptions, the use of woodbased fuels such
as charcoal is common amongst the
populations that can afford electricity. As a
result, 97% of the population uses solid fuels

!

for cooking (UNF, 2016). A large number of
Photo 1: Firewood and Charcoal being
transported from Dzalanyama Forest Reserve
for sale in Lilongwe City (Chisoni, August
2014)
Source: (Jalasi, 2018, p. 9)

the population (91.4%) relies on firewood for
cooking (Sepp, 2014; UNF, 2016), charcoal
accounts for 8%, electricity 2%, paraffin 1%
and another 1% use other means such as crop
residues (see Photo 2), animal dung (Malawi.
National Statistical Office [NSO], 2009) and
other sources such as plastic bags. Both urban

In Photo 1, men are transporting firewood and

(51.2%) and rural (98.3%) populations use

charcoal from a forest reserve for sale in

firewood for cooking (Sepp, 2014; UNF,

Lilongwe city. Charcoal and firewood are on

2016). About 88.5% of the country’s energy

high demand due to energy poverty as the next

requirements comes from biomass, 6.4%

section describes.

comes from petroleum, 2.8% from electricity

Perspective 1: The statistics

and 2.4% from coal (Malawi. NSO, 2009).
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Households account for 83% of all energy
consumption (ibid.). Consequently, the energy
situation puts pressure on wood and forests
(see Photo 3).

!
!

Photo 3: Loss of forest cover on Mulanje
Photo 2: Firewood scarcity: windshield trees

Mountain (Chisoni, August 2014)

cleared around households (left) and cooking

Source: Jalasi (2018, p.12)

with pigeon peas stalks on Three Stone Fire

This vulnerability is captured in the voices in

(right) (Chisoni, August 2014)

the two stories below narrated by some

Source: Jalasi (2018, p. 13)

women who participated in the study; they
reveal real-world implications of the facts and
statistics above.

The increase in loss of forests in Malawi
causes environmental problems such as

Perspective 2: The voices

erosion, flash floods and river siltation

Story 1 captures the gloomy face of resource

(Malinski, 2008) and firewood scarcity (see

scarcity; in search of a basic need such as

Photo 2). Additionally, women who are

energy for cooking, a woman’s integrity is

usually in charge of fuel gathering, have to

threatened and lost.

cover farther distances to collect firewood

Story 1: A group of women from Phalombe
district narrate firewood scarcity and sexual
harassment (Jalasi, 2018)
Participant 1: Firewood is further. In the
past, we used to collect near, but these
days you have to start-off to the
mountain at around 1 am at night.

(Malinski, 2008; Brinkmann, 2005) keeping
them from productive economic and
household activities and increasing their
vulnerability (Malinski, 2008; Chisoni, 2014).
Hours spent for a return trip for firewood
collection range from five to 14 hours (Jalasi,
2018).

Participant 3: There is a big problem
(with firewood). … we are cooking with
maize stalks but the mountain is near.
The problem is that you have to climb

7

high on top of the mountain to find
firewood.
Participant 6: And for us women to get
at the top… (It’s difficult).
Participant 4: Like some of us are old,
and to climb at to the top…

Participant 6: Some other time it
happened but we managed to escape. A
friend fell and we went back to fetch her.
We had to run, and we could not believe
we managed to escape. We spent many
days without going back (to fetch
firewood).

Participant 6: What time would you
come down?

Story 2 captures a problematic situation in

Participant 4: And you come downhill
sliding with the buttocks with a firewood
bundle on the head. Sometimes you push
the bundle to roll downhill, and when
you get down you have to look for it …
The mountain is near but the firewood is
further because many people are relying
on fuelwood business.

climate change (floods) provides a coping

Participant 1: … the problem is that we
do not have any source of livelihood
because we have financial problems as
we indicated. So what is happening is
that even us women we are cutting down
standing trees, and men are burning
charcoal, to find something to support
your family. So now, the firewood is very
much further. When you leave around 1
am., you may be back around 3 pm.
Participant 3: And sometimes when you
meet those cruel Forestry Officers, they
whip you … They whip you hard that
you get out of the forest unwell.
Sometimes when you are unfortunate,
they gang rape you.
Participant 2: Yes, they all rape you.
Participant 3: Instead of killing you.

which one impact of climate variability and/ or

mechanism to firewood scarcity, at the same
time another coping strategy to firewood
scarcity brings another problem. The coping
strategy takes away land for farming, which is
not enough (Jalasi, 2018) due to population
increase.
Story 2: A woman from Balaka district
narrates coping strategies for firewood
scarcity- in focus is river flooding (Jalasi,
2018).
End-user: Here as you can see, we hunt
for firewood in these small bushes,
sometimes we go to Chimwalire River,
when the river floods, it fells some trees
from the upper side, and banks them at
the lower side. And we rely on that, we
go into the river and get some firewood.
Sometimes you have to rely on planted
trees such as blue gum … We don’t have
a natural forest here as you can see, we
have to leave a small portion of the
garden so that trees can grow and we
get firewood from there. Otherwise, for
those who do not have a portion, rely on
the flooding Chimwalire River, but the

8

firewood you get there is not good
anyway. … We have firewood problems.

efficient cook stove and saving firewood at the

Reflections and concluding remarks

same time; a thing which was not possible to
accomplish if the women were not put in the
centre of the learning processes facilitated in

Which of the perspectives connected you more

the study, and if their voices were not taken to

to the energy poverty faced in Malawi? Which

the fore.

perspective would you foreground in
environmental and sustainability education
oriented to change and transformation? Would
you probably prefer a balance? Why would
that be the case? I would like to argue that the
voices in this article allow for attaching the
human face to the environmental problems,
which the statistics did not. In my case, the
voices of the women rather than the statistics
gave me the impetus to conduct a study with a

!
Photo 4: Cooking nsima with a tree fork
supporting the pot (Chisoni, 2016)

transformative agenda. The most important
thing I did was to bring the women, their

Source: (Jalasi, 2018, p. 374)

voices, concerns, and needs in the centre. I
worked with them to enhance and support
their agency and reflexivity. Agency and
reflexivity became the tools that the women
used to redesign a stove that aligns with their
cooking culture. The full implementation of
which still needs further engagement with
actors at the national-international interface.
However, some of the concerns were
addressed through the expansive learning
processes. Photo 4 below shows how one of
the problems was addressed. With the tree
fork, the woman is able to cook nsima (a
Malawi maize based staple) on the energy
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FEATURES
Promoting initiatives of SDG4 (Quality Education) targets
through locally situated learning experiences
Kgosietsile Velempini, Botswana

Introduction
The Department of Languages and Social

activities that bridge the gap between

Sciences Education (LSSE), at the University

classroom learning and communities.

of Botswana, offers several courses that also

Therefore, the purpose of this article is to

aim at supporting Situated Learning and

indicate how the above Situated Learning

bridging the gap between classroom learning

activities promote initiatives of Sustainable

and communities. Situated Learning is a

Development Goals in the context of some

process of participation in communities of

communities in Botswana.

practice and involves learning by immersion
in the community and absorbing its modes of

Outdoor learning trip in Kgetsi ya Tsie

action and lived experiences (Lave and

(KyT) in Lerala village

Wenger, 1991). Outdoor learning activities and
lecture by a community representative

On September 14, 2018, students from the

strengthens several initiatives that promote

class of Environmental Conservation

Sustainable Development Goals, for example,

Education Strategies and Environmental

Goal 4, which is about Quality Education. In

Education Methodology courses embarked on

Semester One (1) of 2018, students enrolled

a one day outdoor learning trip to Kgetsi ya

for Environmental Conservation Education

Tsie (KyT) Community-Based Organization in

Strategies and Environmental Education

Lerala village, in Tswapong region. KyT

Methodology offered by Dr. Kgosietsile

consists of rural women from 26 villages in

Velempini and Rural Development Theory and

the Tswapong region. One of their missions is

Practice, offered by Dr. Kutlwano Mulale

to sustainably manage natural resources in

from Department of Environmental Sciences.

Tswapong region. Students learnt that KyT

The students engaged in experiential learning

assist rural women to empower themselves,
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both socially and economically, by more
effectively organising their entrepreneurial
activities (e.g. selling Marula oil extracted
from Marula nuts and selling handmade clay
pots from soil collected in termites moundsdiolo, rearing chickens and goats and sheep)
through the sustainable management of natural
resources. KyT members are also taught in

!
Photo 1: EEL401 students in Lerala.

diverse areas of Marketing and Advertising,
Quality control, Finance and Gender Affairs.

.Photo 2 and 3 below shows students touring,
observing and learning our Marula oil is

One of the aims for environmental

extracted from the nuts using the KyT factory

conservation education course is to engage

machines (Compressors).

students in demonstrating critical thinking,
problem-solving and methodological skills
necessary to implement conservation projects
within schools and the community. Learners
should be able to apply and justify a range of
practical processes and skills to mobilize the
school leadership and community to engage in

!

conservation of natural resources. Photo 1

Photo 2: KyT coordinator, Ms Masego Mmipi

below shows some of the students attending

and other KyT committee members

and taking notes during the briefing in the

explaining to some students on the

Board room of Kgetsi ya Tsie in Lerala. Some

operation and processes of extracting

of the challenges they noted include lack of

oil using the factory machines.

skills for women, safety concerns from some
women during harvesting of natural resources
in the bush far from the village, illiteracy and
lack of adequate financial skills for the
women-founded community based
organisation (KyT).

12
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Photo 4: Clay pots making in Sefhare

Essentially, photo 4 above also shows two inservice students (Mrs Kebaabetswe Letlotlo
and Ms. Itumeleng Kemokgatla) observing a
variety of clay pots that are designed by two
local elderly women, wearing red and blue tshirts.
Lecture by a Community Representative
from BORAVAST trust in Kgalagadi south
!

region
Photo 3: Morulagani Pono and Sharon Chetty
(student from The Seychelles Islands)
observing the extraction of oil using
the manually operated Compressor
machine.

On October 23 rd , 2018, a community
representative (Mr Fredrick Titus) addressed
EEL401 students together with students from
ENS451 (Rural Development Theory and

Photo 4 below shows two rural women who
are involved in making clay pots in Sefhare
village (one of the KyT villages) and two
student teachers appreciating the clay pots.

Practice) from Environmental Science
Department. Mr. Titus is the Chairperson of
the BORAVAST trust for rural and remote
villages of Bokspits, Rappelspan, Vaalhoek
and Struizendam in Kgalagadi south region.
Photo 5 below shows Mr. Titus explaining to
some of the students about BORAVAST as
written on the white board.
13

Botswana to produce fodder from the pods of
Mesquite species.

!
Photo 5: Students learning about BORAVAST
trust
!

Mr. Titus informed the students about the

Photo 5: Students from EEL401 and ENS541

history of the communities of BORAVAST,

learning about BORAVAST trust

land degradation, local livelihoods, dry rivers

In concluding his presentation, Mr. Titus implored

of Nossop and Molopo and relocation of some

the students to actively engage with their local

people from the Trans-Kalahari Park to newly

communities and learn from local people. In the
process he said they stand better chances of

established villages. Some of the challenges

engaging in research that focuses on raising

that Mr. Titus raised include sand dune build

possible solutions to people’s rural development. It

up and encroachment by the invasive

is true that Education for sustainable communities

Mesquite (Prosopis species). According to Mr.

can also be supported when learning institutions
arrange and implement students’ collaboration

Titus, the Mesquite has invaded and continues

with their communities. This stand chances of

to invade the Molopo and Nossop River beds

enabling positive students’ success and well-being.

and rangelands especially in Kgalagadi

Situated Learning and SDG4 targets in

district. Its allelophathic properties make it to

Botswana

out-compete and replace most of the

The two case studies that are elaborated in this

indigenous vegetation, thus forming dense

paper contribute to the initiative of “Promoting the

thorn bushes. Students learnt that,

development and use of local/adapted teaching and

consequently the invasive plant lowers

learning materials (Botswana National
Commission for UNESCO, 2018, p. 20) in SDG4

important fresh-water aquifers and clogs

(Quality Education). Local teaching and learning

boreholes due to its extensive root system.

materials from local communities enable learners

Moreover, students learnt that BORAVAST

to easily relate the content with challenges that

trust has partnered with local institutions in

affect people’s daily livelihoods. Consequently,
learners become creative, develop critical thinking
skills and propose applicable and action research

14

areas. The above cases of learning from
communities also contribute to the initiative of
“strengthening the use of research for
development. Increase research, science and
technology programmes in Higher Education
curriculum” (Botswana National Commission for
UNESCO, 2018, p. 21) in SDG4. Outdoor learning
and gaining knowledge and lived experiences from
a community representative enables students to
acquire the relevant knowledge, skills, attitudes
and values that are necessary to shape a

Conclusion
The above pedagogical strategies promote
participatory teaching and learning methods that
motivate and empower learners to change their
behaviour and take action for sustainable
development. Social interaction and collaboration
are essential components of situated learning.
Consequently, learners develop competencies such
as critical thinking, imagining future scenarios and
making decisions in a collaborative way.

sustainable future. Learners get in a position to
understand key sustainable development issues in
teaching and learning such as natural resources,
climate change, disaster risk reduction,
b i o d i v e r s i t y, p o v e r t y r e d u c t i o n , a n d
entrepreneurship and sustainable consumption.
Furthermore, the two cases in this paper
contributed as well to the initiative of “investing
on prospective opportunities that promote ESD
and GCED”. GCED stand for Global Citizenship
Education (GCED) and it aims at empowering
learners of all ages to assume active roles, both
locally and globally, in building more peaceful,
tolerant, and inclusive and secure societies. ESD
stands for Education for Sustainable Development.
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FEATURES
Landscaping and Sustainability in Institutions
Anyolo, E.O and Ghiassi Razavi, O, Namibia

Introduction and Background

located in the far Northern parts of Namibia

Competition at all levels makes institutions to

where temperature gets very hot in summer

decide on implementing measures for

months with little and/or erratic rainfall

captivating the prospective stakeholders. One

patterns. It has a population of about 2000

of the ways this is done is through bringing

staff and students. Hifikepunye Pohamba

drastic physical and environmental changes to

Campus (HPC) has arguably one of the most

the old structures and buildings. Campus

beautiful grass and lawn displays at the

entrances/gates are believed to be significant

entrance to the buildings and some other parts

institutional symbols and define the campus

leading to the Campus Main Hall. The campus

precinct. Landmarks associated with campus

contracted landscaping companies to ensure

entries raise the quality of the campus and

beautifully landscaped patterns using lawns,

serves to bolster the identifiable image of the

stones, different indigenous and non-

campus. However care should be taken that

indigenous plants, etc. Plants and specially

these changes will not be to the extent of the

lawns need more water if they are to be

exclusion of sustainability. As Larson, White,

maintained.

Gober and Wutich (2015) posit the

As water is a scarce commodity not only in

complexities inherent in human–environment

Namibia but throughout Africa and indeed

systems present uncertainties and challenges

globally, the authors decided to focus on this

for decision-making.

aspect of the environment at the campus.

The purpose of this article is to highlight one

However it should be noted that they are not

such instant at Hifikepunye Pohamba Campus

the only ones who have felt the need for water

(HPC) and offer possible solutions.

sustainability and the concern has been noted

This

campus was previously known as Ongwediva

by other lecturers, staff and students.

College of Education (OCE). The campus is

16

Why sustainability is important?

Since 2011, when University of Namibia took
over the previous Colleges of Education

According to Walton (2013) the term

(OCE), a lot of feasible changes have

“sustainability” as applied to the campus

happened for the best. The once dilapidated

landscape means integrating the effectiveness

buildings and infrastructures of OCE have

and complexity of nature into the landscape,

been transformed to a fresh outlook making it

restoring damaged ecologies, increasing

look more professional and welcoming as a

biodiversity, promoting human health, and

university campus.

providing secure livelihoods. This means that

No doubt that the new

buildings and infrastructure aimed at

a sustainable campus should have a healthy

providing a bigger place to accommodate

environment, with minimum negative effect

larger numbers of students, have been taken

o n t h e e n v i r o n m e n t t h r o u g h e n e rg y

into consideration.

conservation, waste reduction, biodiversity
protection, sustainable materials as well as

Different landscaping companies have been

efficient environmental management (POUYA

contacted and plans for revamping the whole

& POUYA, 2018). Walton (2013) maintains

area into a decent terrain have been consulted.

that campus landscape must be sustainable not

The results can be seen all around the campus

o n l y e c o l o g i c a l l y, b u t s o c i a l l y a n d

and they are very well maintained by a group

economically as well if it is to contribute to an

of dedicated workers. These provide

institution’s structure. According to Kaka

opportunities for relaxation, physical fitness

(2013) a beautifully landscaped environment

and a place to connect with others (Kaka,

is a well suited place for living, learning,

2013).

meditation, therapy, recreation, and overall
human health and well-being. The author
further alluded that carefully landscaped lawns
and trees properly situated, maintained and
trimmed makes for a qualitative learning
environment.
Landscaping at Hifikepunye Pohamba
Campus

!
Photo 1: Picture of the path leading to the
Main Building at HPC
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As can be seen from the pictures, the serenity

being a dry country cannot afford to have such

and freshness brought by these is a pleasant

sights no matter how pleasant to the eyes and

site to the staff and students at this institution.

how prestigious to the institutions.

Students and staff can be seen relaxing and
enjoying the grass during the summer heat
which lasts from late September well into
M a y.

S i m i l a r l y, “ H u m a n - i n d u c e d

environmental changes are so significant that
the 20th century and onward have been
dubbed the Anthropocene, a new geological
epoch marked by the indelible signature of
human influence” (Crutzen, 2002).

“Land use patterns are often influenced not
only by biophysical factors, but also by
cultural, institutional and political aspects as
well as demographics and economic
dynamics” (e Silva in

!Owoses-Goagoses,

Ruppel and Ruppel-Schlichting, 2016 p.192).
Principle 1 of the Rio Declaration states that
principal of sustainability should be
considered as part of land use planning (IBID,
2016). Whereas these environmental changes
are venerable in some sense and add value to
the physical structures and landscaping, it
should not be an abomination when it comes
to sustainability.
Suggestions for change

!
Below are some suggestions for the alleviation
Photo 2: Passages between the different
lecturing Halls and classes at HPC.

many more ideas.

Physical changes do bring inspiration, boost
confidence and brings pride to the
stakeholders. While this is admirable and
makes the campus marketable and the brand
itself a valid entity, the price tag in terms of
sustainability is high. While the lush green
pastures are a memorable sight to behold, it
creates controversy in terms of the amount of
water usage and the costs thereof.

of the present scenario, though there could be

Namibia

Indigenous knowledge: landscaping per se
may not be for the benefit of a few at the
expense of wastage of water.

Using

indigenous knowledge, plant species that are
resistant to dry temperatures and may produce
fruits and shade and need minimal attention
and water can be planted. This concurs with
Holliday (2019) which states that choosing
trees that are known for providing shade and
18

planting them strategically around your

Water harvesting: providing water tanks and

campus can save you up to 30% on your

installing them to the adjacent buildings

building’s heating and cooling costs. These

thereby warranting water availability for many

may include species of plants or shrubs

months. This will comprise initial costs but in

suitable for the dry climate found in this area.

the long run it pays for itself.

Alternatives to grass landscaping: There are

Tree planting competitions: introduce

many alternatives to grass landscaping which

competitions for agriculture and other groups

we mention a few.

to utilize the area and suggest what types of

a) Fill the area with sandstones with
occasional indigenous trees that do not
need or consume water. This can also
be seen in some parts of the campus
and may be extended to replace the
extensive lawns.

trees would be the most sustainable. Students
can use some of these areas and plant different
indigenous plants to see which ones will be
the most resistant to drought and dry
conditions.
Community involvement: communities
around the campus can also be involved by
asking for their suggestions on which plants/
trees to be used or how to maximize these
areas feasibility.
The above are a few suggestions that would

!
Photo 3: Passageway to the Main Hall
at HPC
b) Arrange for nutritional trees like
Moringa plants or other similar
indigenous plants which are easy to

reduce the amount of water wasted in this
manner, plus providing space for meaningfully
increasing the awareness of sustainability and
practicality to our student teachers.
Conclusion

plant and grow in big numbers and

Though landscaping is an essential part of any

need less water.

urban institutions nowadays and adds a degree
of genuine feature, it should be in contour with

c) Artificial grass mat/carpet that looks
green without the high water bill.

climate and sustainability concerns. As Larson
et al (2015) state complexities and
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uncertainties in the area of water usage

Uncertainty for Water Sustainability

necessitate innovative, flexible, and adaptive

and Urban Climate Change Adaptation.

approaches to water resource governance and

Sustainability 7(11), 14761-14784;

urban sustainability. Although the authors are
beneficiaries to the plush grass and its
peacefulness, they feel obliged nonetheless to
raise this concern and conceivably open a
dialogue to find alternatives based on
sustainability. Institutions of Higher Education

Ruppel, OC, Ruppel-SchlichtingK. (eds), 3rd
ed (2016) Environmental Law and
Policy in Namibia. Towards Making
Africa The Tree of Life. Hanns Seidel
Foundation: Windhoek.

should be at the forefront of innovations and

Walton, J., & Sweeney, M. (2014). How-To

finding solutions to daily problems of

Guide: Promoting Sustainable Campus

sustainability. This and other issues may

Landscapes. AASHE Insights, 1(2),

become challenges that have to be overcome

60-88.

through research and inquiry. These will in
turn add to our indigenous knowledge of the
land.

Pouya, S. & Pouya, S. (2018). Sustainable
landscaping in Istanbul Technical
University. Turkish Journal of Forest
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FEATURES
Champion of Education for Sustainable Development
Crispen Dirwai, Zimbabwe

and attained a Certificate in Education (1990).
Biography – Mrs Cecilia K. Mukundu

She started her professional career at All Souls

Secondary School (Mutoko) where she taught
from 1991- 1994, before moving to Parirewa
High School, Domboshawa (1997- 1999) and
Harare High School (2000-2005). She then
assumed lectureship positions at Belvedere
!

Technical Teachers College (2006-2007) and
Photo 1: Ms Cecilia Kuziwa Mukundu

the University of Zimbabwe from the 12th of

Mrs Cecilia Kuziwa Mukundu was born on

March 2007 – 10th May 2019.

the 15th of May 1966 in Nyanga, Zimbabwe.

S h e w a s a h o ld e r o f t h e f o llo w in g

She was born as the second child in a family

qualifications; Bachelor of Education Degree

of nine siblings to Mbuya Tsopotsa and the

in Biology (1995-1996) University of

late Sekuru Tsopotsa. She started her primary

Zimbabwe,

school at Mapfekera Primary School in 1973

Degree, (Biology) (2003-2004) University of

before moving on to Waddilove Primary

Zimbabwe and Rhodes University/SADC

School where she enrolled as a border. After

International Certificate in Environmental

completing her primary education she moved

Education- (Rhodes University: Aug/Oct

on to Vainona High School in Harare. At this

2009). She was in the process of finalising her

school, other than demonstrating her academic

studies for a PhD at the University of

prowess, she left a record as an excellent

Witwatersrand. She managed to have six

athlete. She later enrolled with Hillside

publications and four approved research

Teachers College in Bulawayo (1988) where

papers pending publication. Cecilia was an

she trained as a teacher majoring in Biology

accomplished academic who sat on several

Master of Science Education
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teaching committees and non-teaching
committees within the University of

CECILIA AS A CHAMPION OF ESD

Zimbabwe. Cecilia was the Chairperson for
the Department of Science and Mathematics
Education 2010-2014. She attained training in
ODeL functions in Kenya in 2010. During her
tenure of office as Chair for DSME, she
participated fully in the final establishment of
the ODeL programme and she taught Biology
in the same programme until her death. Cecilia
was active in the establishment of the
Regional Centre of Excellence (RCE) Chair in
2014 and remained active in RCE activities

!
Photo 2: Cecilia second from left at the

until the time of her death. As RCE Chair she

Faculty of Education Rhodes University 2010

represented her university and the country at
international level in forums such as The
UNESCO World Conference in Aichi-NagoyaJapan 2014 and at The Environmental
Education Association of Southern Africa
(EEASA) Zambia 2018. Cecilia also
represented her university and country in
China in 2010. Cecilia was a very active ESD
practitioner and contributed to the tutoring of
SADC participants in the RHODES/SADC/
REEP International Certificate in
Environmental Education in 2010. More,

!
Photo 3: Cecilia third from right at Makana
recycling plant on a field tour with Rhodes/
SADDC/REEP Participants 2010

Cecilia contributed immensely to UNESCO
ESD activities until the time of her death.
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!
!
Photo 7: Cecilia during a tutorial session with
Photo 4: Cecilia far right at at Makana

her Rhodes/SADCC/REEP participants 2010

recycling plant on a field tour with Rhodes/
SADDC/REEP Participants 2010

!
!
Photo 8: Cecilia and Zintle in uMthatha
Photo 5: Cecial second from left at the Faculty
of Education Rhodes University 2010

during the RHODES/SADC/REEP/Course
2010
Cecilia (Centre) working on a compost with
RHODES/SADCC/REEP/Course Participants
in Durban (2010)

!
Photo 6: Cecilia stressing a point during a
tutorial with her Rhodes/SADCC/REEP
participants 2010
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!
Photo 9: Cecilia the Chairperson for DSMEUZ share notes on a Change Project with a
!

small scale organic farmer at the University of
Zimbabwe in 2012.
Cecilia was married to Howard Mukundu in
1998 and the two were blessed with two
children, a twenty year old daughter and a
seven year old son. On the social front, she
was such a humble and an assuming character
that interacted well with everybody. She was a
fighter in ever sense. She will be remembered
by friends and fellow congregants as a devotee
Christian. She was a dedicated and
hardworking lady who served and worshipped
at Harare Inner-city United Methodist Church
!

in various committees of Women’s Fellowship
(RRW) and the main church. She is vividly
remembered for her last leadership role as the

Mrs Cecilia Kuziwa Mukundu
15/05/66 – 10/05/19

Chairperson for Christian Education. She was
diagnosed with cancer in 2012 and Cecilia was
finally promoted to glory on 10th May 2019.
She fought a good fight.
“May her soul rest in eternal peace!”
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FEATURES
Gladys Tyatya: Dearly Missed Protector of Children, People
and Environment
Ingrid Schudel, South Africa

Gladys Tyatya joined the Environmental
Education community in 1999 when she
participated in a GoldFields course while
working with children at an ECD Centre in
Makhanda/Grahamstown. As part of this
course she initiated a project introducing
waste education activities at the centre. From
then, she became a part of the environmental
education family, involved in so many ways.

liaison at the ELRC, and administrative
support for the EEASA secretatriat. There are
many EEASA members who remember
Gladys and have been helped by her or simply
had their day brightened by her open and
welcoming smile for everyone she met.
Gladys was often the person behind the scenes
- organising catering and materials for
workshops, the voice on the end of the phone
or the person trouble-shooting for all kinds of

Gladys joined the Environmental Education
Unit which later became the Environmental
Learning Research Centre at Rhodes
University. She played many roles with
commitment and passion in her time there:
Co-coordinator of the Makana EcoSchools
programme for more than 10 years, cocordinator of the Makana Environmental
Schools Forum in later years, co-coordinator
of the Millennium Tree Planting Project,
supporting reception, resource management
and community

issues that cropped up. But, just as often, she
was the person in the lead – at the front desk
welcoming visitors, raising issues around
injustices, leading the singing, or organizing
large groups of people.

Gladys is most known for her love and
protection of children - her own children, the
children of friends and colleagues and all
children in the community - ensuring their
comfort and safety and a listening ear. She had
an incredible belief in the worth and power of
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children and our role in helping them to make
change in their world. She was a vociferous
protector of any injustice in the community
with a particular memory that strikes me from
when she stood by a stranger in the police
station who was not been fairly treated. She
stood and argued until this community
member was heard and helped. Finally, Gladys
was a protector of environment – tackling
waste management issues in her municipal
ward and starting her own recycling business
in later years. Driving around some of the
schools in Grahamstown today and seeing a
large number of flourishing trees starting to
finally offer shade, it is encouraging to know
that many of these trees are the legacy of
!

Gladys and her colleagues from the Millenium
Tree Planting Project (see photo below in
which Gladys and her colleague – Phikisile
Zondani – from the Millennium Tree Planting
Project participate in an EcoSchools award
ceremony).
In short, Gladys was truly a guardian angel in
our community. Her dignity and sense of
justice and care make her the kind of person
that EEASA treasures and can take inspiration
from.
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A TRIBUTE TO GLADYS TYATYA

Let us pledge to strengthen environmental
practices by revitalising the environmental

By Mumsie Gumede

guidelines of our conferences.
Glady as she was fondly called by her friends
and some colleagues served EEASA in many

.

ways. Some of us the older folk met her as
part of the EE Unit team; that is what the
ELRC at Rhodes University was called then.
She would be setting up and manning the EE
Unit displays at conferences, ensuring that
there was a seamless flow between the EE
Unit materials and EEASA materials. She
became an EEASA assistant when the EEASA
office first moved to Grahamstown. Setting up
the EEASA office files behind her brought
prominence to our Association. Notably, she
scanned all the back copies of the EEASA
Bulletin and Journal. These are now archived
and available electronically on our website.
Gladys was a dedicated EE practitioner,
supporting teacher projects, community
development projects and many NGOs. You
would come across people she would have
referred to you to talk about EEASA.

I

personally will always remember her for two
things:
*the piles of bottles she stored in her yard
while awaiting collection by the recycling
company, and the enthusiasm with which she
would explain environmental practices that
supported the Unit’s environmental policy.
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FEATURES
Farewell, dear Dr Victor Tichaona Pesanayi 7/12/1965 - 16/04/2019
Mumsie

Gumede, South Africa

the times of the POEM - a schools’
environmental policy programme that was run
by Environment Africa, Zimbabwe, under the
leadership and mentorship of Innocent
Hodzonge. Some will recall his EEASA 2004
remarkable presentation which was fully
subscribed to the point that Janet Snow, the
Treverton Colleges conference organizer had
Photo 1: Dr Victor Tichaona Pesanayi

to make additional slots available in the
programme. Others will remember him during

We are immensely saddened by the passing of

the thorough research and feedback workshops

Dr Victor Tichaona Pesanayi, fondly known in

at EEASA 2006 in Harare when EEASA and

our sector as Tich; a friend, colleague, teacher,

the SADC Regional Environmental Education

scholar, mentor, leader, researcher, prolific

Programme (SADC-REEP) were paving the

writer, visionary activist for environmental

way for bottom up participation in the

education in the sub-region, and our

2005-1014 UN Decade on Education for

Secretary General.

Sustainable Development (UNDESD).

The

research he did with Prof. Heila Sisitka, Dr
This comes a week after we celebrated his

Lausanne Olvitt and Mumsie Gumede was

graduation with a PhD in Education at Rhodes

subsequently published through Share-Net as a

University, South Africa.

series of written reports. Some UNESCO
Commissioners and EE practitioners will

Tich made his debut in our organisation,

remember him for the UNDESD mid-term

EEASA, and regional sector at large during

evaluation research workshops in the SADC
28

sub-region, working with the SADC REEP

On Thursday, 11 April 2019 Tich graduated

team and Prof. Overson Chumba, Zambia. He

with his PhD from Rhodes University to his

later joined WESSA in Howick to take over

and his family’s joy. His PhD was not just

the SADC-REEP management baton from Dr

written in words, it was realized in the lives of

Justin Lupele, Mumsie Gumede, Mike Ward

the many people he worked with over the

and Dr Jim Taylor with amazing fortitude;

course of his study, including a number of

hitting the ground running, as the programme

young scholars whom he mentored, some of

was just evolving into a different stage.

whom were introduced to EEASA such as
Keneilwe Mathaba, Phindi Sithole, Chisala

Tich contributed to EEASA in many ways. He

Lupele, and Sarah Durr all of whom have

served in the EEASA Council since 2007 and

much to offer EEASA in future. Tich would

played a strategic role in keeping EEASA,

have wanted the next generation to take on the

SADC REEP, and SADC EE Networks

task of carrying EEASA forward where he left

together. This work was so strategic that he

it off. His mentorship is aptly captured by the

was co-opted into Council a number of times

Muxombo Youth Group in Alice who are part

to support specific areas that enhance the

of the Amanzi for Food training programme:

regionalization and scaling of (ESD) through

“The work of Mr. Tich lives through us today

EEASA. Whether he was elected, co-opted or

at eSixekwe location! Sobonana kwelizayo

merely volunteering as an ordinary member,

mnumzana.”

his contributions were always profound and
insightful. In a way, he was the back-bone of

Indeed, Tichaona’s contributions to EEASA

the EEASA Council for many years! He

are deep and strong, eternally captured in his

researched and wrote articles on EEASA

prolific academic writing and book

nodes and networks, and introduced a number

contributions. His PhD is one that can provide

of people to the Association as he traversed

leadership for the SADC sub-region for many

the region, and indeed the globe, representing

years to come. This is the citation that was

the sub-regional ESD voice….”multiple

read on his PhD study on Thursday morning at

voices, diversity of contributing voices,

his PhD graduation:

convergence (solidarity) and divergence of
voices, and silent voices…”, in conversation
with Tich, Feb 2019.

“African communities have been
disconnected from land, and from
traditional agro-ecological practices
29

including seed saving and water
harvesting. In this study Tichaona recovers
African cultures of agriculture. Working
generatively with agricultural colleges and
farmers in South Africa and Zimbabwe he
re-centres the smallholder farmer in
agricultural education and learning
systems. His expansive, boundary-crossing
learning network approach to
transformative learning in agricultural
learning systems offers a new model for
agricultural education and training in
Africa with significant theoretical and
practical implications”.

"...I remember him very well from various
meetings and I always enjoyed working
together. Warmest condolences" Alexander
Leicht, UNESCO, Paris, France.
“At SWEDESD we are honored and blessed
to have known Dr Victor Tichaona
Pesanayi. His passing is a loss for the
environment and sustainability community,
EEASA, SADC, and the UNESCO Global
Action Programme. I cannot say in words
what he has done for the sector and those
who came to know him. Although we have
lost him, his legacy as a model in our
professional and personal life – no one can
take away….” Dr Shepherd Urenje,
SWEDESD, University of Uppsala,
Sweden.
“Tichaona has left us a beautiful legacy. He
has taught many of us how to live a life of
kindness, care and always show the
greatest generosity of spirit and mind. He
will be sadly missed at the ELRC, in
EEASA, in SADC and elsewhere” Heila
Lotz-Sisitka, Rhodes University

!
Photo 2: Dr Victor Tichaona Pesanayi

Our hearts go out to his dear wife Amanda,
his mother and the broader family. We
thank them for sharing this kind giant with
us at home and away from home. May they
be comforted by the knowledge that it was

“I will miss Tich, a humble and dedicated
personality who loved to touch everyone
with care. I have always enjoyed working
with Tich, and every time he spent a
weekend in Windhoek he insisted that we go
together to the Seventh Day Adventist
Church…..”
Dr Alex Kanyimba,
University of Namibia, Windhoek, Namibia

not in vain as accolades keep coming in for
Tich from all over the world.
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Photo 3: Dr Victor Tichaona Pesanayi’s
graduation in April 2019, a few days before
his passing
“Even when his health was failing him, he
actively participated in the last EEASA
Conference in Zambia with zeal and
dedication. He chaired sessions and
volunteered to manage some sessions. Tich
was a great listener and thoughtful
person.” Dr Justin Lupele, Education for
Sustainable Development Specialist,
Managing Consultant Beehive Associates
Limited, Zambia
Much love and honor to a truly great man,
a caring friend, a Room 20 study mate, and
OUR cherished Comrade in education that
translates to sustainability in all practices in thinking, learning, living and
development. He will be missed by many
but never will he be forgotten by those who
were fortunate enough to have known

him”… Dr Presha Ramsarup, Dr Caleb
Mandikonza, Dr Dick Kachilonda
Dear Tich, although our words may never
tell the full story of the man you were, may
we grow with and grow from your legacy let our appreciation and respect for your
contributions be seen in the growth of
EEASA and all that you stood for.

Mumsie Gumede
(EEASA PRESIDENT
17 April 2019
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ANNOUNCEMENT
Guidlines for EEASA Bulletin
1. Any contributions relating to environmental education are welcome. These may include articles, reports from EE
projects, working groups or local networks, activity ideas, resource reviews, letters, requests, comments, drawings,
photographs or creative writing. Please note that this Bulletin focuses on Environmental Education. Articles about
environmental topics (such as mining, agriculture, water pollution, hunting etc.) must have a clear and substantial focus
on the educational dimension of that topic.
2. Articles will be accepted in any southern African official language. If articles are written in a language other than
English, please provide a short English summary.
3. Please write articles in a smooth-flowing style suitable for a magazine. Avoid using the format of a research report or
assignment.
4. Please have the article carefully proofreaD for spelling, language and typing errors before submitting it for publication.
5. In order for readers to contact you please include your name, e-mail address and telephone and fax numbers.
6. Editing will be kept to a minimum. However, where the readability or meaning of an article is unclear, the editors
reserve the right to edit the text.
7. Please e-mail articles as EEASA now works with electronic copies only.
8. Please provide a complete reference list if authors or publications are referred to in your article. Provide surname and
initial of author, the title of the article and journal or book, name of publisher, date and place of publication.
9. You are encouraged to include good quality diagrams, drawings, cartoons, photographs and logos to enhance the
text.
10. While original articles are preferred, articles published elsewhere will be accepted if they are of particular interest to
readers. Contributors are responsible for obtaining permission to reprint such articles to ensure that copyright is not
infringed. The editor should be informed as to the source of the article, so this can be acknowledged.
11. Articles should not exceed 4 typed pages using 11 Arial or 12 Times New Roman or 12 Calibri.
Please send all contributions to: EEASA Secretariat, eeasa@eeasa.org.za

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sadc.eesa?ref=hl
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